
Class :- II

Syllabus of Session 2021-22



Month

No. of 

Teaching 

Days



April 22



M ay 20



June 15 days



July 25



August 23



September 25



October 21



November 19



December 25



January 17



February 23

March 24



*Subject to change



Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Subject:- M aths (M athSight - Book 2)



Topic



Numbers

Numbers beyond 100                             



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Plane and solid 

shapes



First periodic 

Addition



Subtraction



Revision

First Term



Patterns

Multiplication



Second Periodic

Money



Division

Fractions



Measurment



Time

Revision for Final term



*Subject to change



Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Subject:- M aths (M athSight - Book 2)



Oral



Number names (1-1000).

Counting.

Table of two, five and ten.

Greater than, lesser than.

Ascending and descending order.

Odd and even numbers.



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Names of the plane shapes and 

solid shapes.

Identifying shapes by showing them 

cut outs or objects.

Difference between horizontal, 

vertical, slanting and curved lines.

Learn the number of faces, edges, 

corners of the shapes.

Table of three.



W ord problems

In additions sum will be more 

Add the ones first

Regrouping is known as carrying 

over

The numbers to be added are called 

addend and answer is called sum

Table of four and six



W ord problems

In subtraction, the larger number will 

a lways be above the smaller number

Students should subtract numbers in 

the ones colum first

subtraction with regrouping is also 

called subtraction with borrowing

Table of seven and eight



Revision of all the topics done so far



Alphabetical order

Skip counting

Observe the pattern

Building tables 2 to 9

Repeated  addition

Multiplication facts any number 

multiplied by 1 is number itself 

Any number multiplied by 0 is 0

Making groups



Showing them Indian currency notes 

and coins

W ord problems

1 rupee is equal to 100 paise

Names of the currency of some 

other countries



Oral tables two to ten

New words 

Dividend, Divisor,  quotient

Learning of new words like half, one 

third, quarter

W ord problem



Hand span or Foot step (Non 

standed units)

Standard units of length centimeters 

and meters

100 cm is equal to 1 m

Standard unit of weight gms and Kgs

1 Kg = 1000 gms

Standard unit of capacity ML and 

Litres

1 Litre is equal to 1000 m l

W e measure bigger length or height 

in metres and small length in 

centimeters

Arrow on a scale shows the weight 

of the object on the pan

Smaller capacities are measured in 

m l and larger capacities are 

measured in Litres



Reading of time with the help of table 

5

Division of clock face in 4 parts
Revision for Final term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



W ritten



Practicing number writing(1-1000).

Expanded form.

Short form.

Number names.

Arranging the numbers in ascending 

and descending form.



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Trace and colour the given shapes.

Identify them and write the numbers of 

their sides and corners

Join the pictures of things with their 

correct shape.

True and false.



Add the following

Fill in the blanks

Find the sum



Subtract the following

Fill in the blanks

Find the difference



Revision of all the topics done so far



Fill in the blanks to complete the 

pattern

Join the dots to continue the pattern

Fill in the blanks multiplication on 

number line 

Find the product of two given numbers

Match the columns

MCQ's



Fill in the blanks

Addition of rupees and paise

Subtraction of rupees and paise

Short forms with dot

Expanded form



Fill in the blanks with division on 

number line

Divide and find the quotient 

Multip lication and division facts

MCQ's

Fill in the blanks

MCQ's



Fill in the blanks 

Match the following

MCQ's



Fill in the blanks with the terms they 

have learnt

writing the times shown by the clocks
Revision for Final term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



Activities



Fill in the m issing numbers

Identifying the numbers shown in given 

abacuses and write their number name

Identify the pattern 

Colour the bigger/smaller numbers

Compare and put the sign of greater 

than lesser than



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Use different shapes to draw a hut, 

tree etc

Use the cut out of different shapes to 

make a beautiful collage of hut, tree, 

boat, umbrella, sun etc



Regrouping of numbers with the help 

of pictures of the objects

Add the following number names

Solving the word problems

Count and write the total number of 

objects 

Solve the sums match the answers to 

the correct fruits or vegetables, colour 

the fruits and vegetables

Maths activity Page no 13 and 25

Addition on number grid



Regrouping of numbers with the help 

of pictures of the objects

Subtraction on number grid

Subtract the following number names

Solving the word problems

count and subtract

W orksheet on page no 17,30,31 

Activity page no 31



Revision of all the topics done so far



Colour as per the code given 

See the beautiful pattern you have 

designed

Draw and continue the given 

sequence

Math acitivity page no 60

Making groups with the help of action 

song fire on the mountain run...

Make a group of 2,3,5.

W orksheet on page no 35

Activity page no 36

W ord problems



Visit to a nearby bank

Matching the given amount to the 

children

W ho spent the most activity (toy 

money)

W orksheet page 52



word problems

Find the dividend, divisor and quotient

worksheet on page no 41

Activity page 42, 100 and 101

Colour half, one third and one fourth of 

the pictures given.

Pizza  party

Divide each shape into two, three , four 

qual parts and color

Activity on page no 44

W orksheet page no 43



Use of ruler to find the length of pencil, 

crayon etc

W riting the weight of the given objects 

on the scale

Number the containers according to 

their capacities in ascending order

Measuring their height and weight

Buying fruits or vegetables 

Capacities of the things we use at 

home (glass, tank, jug)



Make a model of the clock

Draw the hour and m inute hands in the 

clock shown (worksheet)
Revision for Final term
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Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



Developing skills



Recognition of numbers

Sequential thinking 

Motor skills

Number value

Number concepts

Visual discrim ination

Eye hand coordination

Number recognition



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Visual discrim ination

Recognition of shapes 

Motor skills

Enhance Vocabulary

comparison



Motor skills

Vocabulary

Thinking and answering

Understanding the concept



Motor skills

Memorizing

Thinking and answering

Understanding the concept

Comparison

Observation

Visual discrim ination



Revision of all the topics done so far



Visual discrimation

Eye hand coordination

Sequential Thinking

Understanding the concept

Memorizing

Motor skills

Recreational



Analytical skills

Money management

Visual discrim ination

Understanding the concept

Recreational



Understanding the concept

Equal sharing 

Vocabulary

Team work

Hand eye coordination

Sharing

Understanding the concept

Vocabulary

Team work

Hand eye coordination



Understanding the concept 

Vocabulary

Team work

Hand eye coordination

Visual discrim ination

critical thinking

Recreational



Time management

Understanding the concept of 

time
Revision for Final term
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